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GROUP SIGNATURES BASED ON THE c-TH ROOT A 

DISCRETE LOGARITHM PROBLEM 
T AND THE 

CONSTANTIN POPESCUJ 

ABSTRACT. The concept of group signatures was introduced by Chaum and 
Heyst at Eurocrypt'91. It allows a member of a group to sign messages 
anonvmously on behalf of the group. Furthermore, in case of disputes later 
a trusted authority can identify the signer. In this paper, we present a group 
signature based on the e-th root problem and the discrete logarithm problem. 
The group signature is verified by identities of group members. The signature 
can be opened, in case of dispute later, with the help of the deciphering function of a group authority's public key cryptosystem. Keywords: Group signature, identity, enciphering function, deciphering function. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A group signature scheme allows members of a group to sign messages on benalr of the group such that everybody can verify the signature but no one can na ou wich group member provided it. However, there is a trusted third party, caueu the group manager, who can in case of a later dispute reveal the identity or u orginator ot a signature. The group nanager can either be a single entiy nember of coalitions of several entities. In 3 four different schemes were proposed. Three of them require tne B manager to contact each group member in order to find out who signea d 
These scheme provide computational anonymity, whereas the fourth scue hle 
vides information theoretical anonymity. For two of the schemes it 15 
to add a new member after the scheme is set up. In none of the prOp 
it is possible to disturibute the functionality of the group ma 

is not possible 

Group signatures could for instance be used by a conpany 10 C 
price lists, press releases, or digital contracts. The customers Iieed 
Single cornpany public key to verify signatures. The company can 

nanager efficiently. 
henticati1 

ya 
or ganzational structures and responsibilities. but still can find out w**, 
has signed a particular docunent. Group siguatures have beeu p 
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can hide any 
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Signatures have been proposed Dy s 
haum 

14, who first use a Schoenmaker's protocol-19) to hide a signer s ianature 

ir schemes have been improved by L. Chen and T. Pedt Petersen suggested a general nethod to convert any ordinary a ler's ver 

identity. Also, H 
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a group signature scheme (8. Petersen's method combines tne 
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ntion of discrete logarithm |10) and the Schoenmaker's protocol. Recently, J. nisch and M. Stadler presented the first group signature scheme whose public have length independent of the number of group members of 
key and signatures 

eroup [1]. 12], but this isn t independent of the number of groups. Also, S. Kim, 

Park and D. Won published the group signatures for hierarchical nultigroups 51. convertible group signatures (6] and the ID-based group signature (7). 
In this paper we present a group signature based on the e-th root problem and 

he discrete logarithm problem. The group signature is verified by identities of 
group members. The signature can be opened, in case of dispute later, with the 
help of the deciphering function of a group authority's public key cryptosystem. 
Our scheme consists of four kinds of participants: a trusted center for generating 

secret key of all users, a group authority for identifying a signer, a signer for issuing 
group signatures and a receiver for verifying them. 

2. THE GROUP SIGNATURE SCHEME 

In this section we propose a group signature scheme based on the ideas presented 
at the end of Section 1. The proposed group signature scheme is specified by the 
key generation, signing messages, verifying signatures and opening signatures. 

2.1. Key Generation. Trusted center generates secret keys of users. First, one 
chooses a modulus n = p q, where p and q are two large primes. Trusted center 

selects a large integer e (160 bits) with ged (e, D (n) = 1 and g e Zn with the 

order q. One publishes n, g and e. Let ID,; ¬ Zn be an identity information of a 
user, where Z, is the integer ring. One computes a secret key t; with 

ID; = *i (mod n) 

The group authority generates his key pair (r, u) with y= g (mod n), pulblishes 
the public key y and keeps a secret. The group authority (GA) chooses a public-key 
cryptosystem, (EGa (), DGa ()), where Eaa () is the enciphering funetion and 
GA) is the deciphering function. The enciphering function Eca () is public. 

De signer and the receiver use the group authority's public key y to encrypt the 

messages. 

gning Messages. Let G = {ID1, ..., IDk} be a set of identities of group 

Ders and H () be a secure hash function. A member 1Di generates a group 

e as tollows. The symbol || denotes the concatenation of two binary strings 

O the binary representation of group elements and integers). 

H (m|< 
no0se a randomly in Z and compute c =* (mod n) 

4Compute A = g® (mod n) and B = c y" (mod n), where E Zn ran- 

domly 
ompute u = EGa (m ||l a) and v = EGA (Cc|| IDi) 

(4 
O 1,.., k one computes Ci = ID (mod n) 
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(5) Choose r randomly in Z,, and compute 

m,= r°H (u || v || Ci) (Inod n), 

for i = 1,.., k 

(6) Compute 
e 

b-(II (mod n) 

and s= (nmod n) 
(7) The signer sends a group signature (s, a,v, A, B). 

2.3. Verification Signatures. We suppose that a receiver knows the identities 
ID; 's of a group G. The group signature is verified as follows. First, a receiver 

computes 
C = ID(m|) (mod n) 

and then checks whether: 

(1) sIH (EGA (m||l ) li o || C;) (mod n) 

f this equation holds, one accepts the signature (s, a, v, A, B), otherwise rejects 

it. 

2.4. Opening Signat1ures. Given the group signature (s, a, v, A4, B), the group 
authority can easily computes the identity ID, by decryptingv with the help of the 
deciphering function Daa (). First, the group authority obtain c = B/A" (mod n) 
Then he can identify the signer ID, by decrypting v, because only the group au 
thority knows the secret keya for deciphering. 

3. SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS 

A receiver and a group authority, who have no secret keys z,'s of the group G, 
can not generate a group signature. In order to generate a group signature, 

f (mod n) should be computed. But, since a receiver and a e-th root of ID; 

group authority do not know the factor p and q, they can not compute the root of D;. It is hard to get another a, v satisfying the equation (1) because 
is a secure hash function. Second, trusted center and a receiver can not deet 

-th 

a S1gner of the group signature, because only the group authority knows the 

rnine 

se key r for deciphering. Since, the secret key « is unknown, the ordinary s1gl 

ecret 

d 
ture 

can not be driven from (A, B). Moreover, if p and q are sufticiently large, 
center and a receiver can not get ar from the public key y. The security of the proposed scheme depends on the e-th root problem a discrete logarithm problem. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we proposed a group signature based on the e-th root problem 
the discrete logarithm problen. The group signature is verified by identities 

f oroup members which a receiver already knows. The signature can be opened, 

fn Case of dispute later, with the help of the deciphering function of a group 

authority's public key cryptosystem. 
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